Success Story

Electric Utility Success Story
Electric utility uses unique Aspect® Unified IP® application to increase
customer service, cut costs and manage collections process
The Business Challenge
An electric utility company was looking for a solution that would address the
following business challenges – all critical elements in the utilities industry:
-- Efficiently manage collections efforts using advanced technology with

limited agent resources.
-- Increase outbound outage notifications to reach customers before, during

and after an electrical outage to improve the overall customer experience.
-- Manage resources effectively to continue meeting government mandated

compliance rules.

Developing Distinctive Uses for a Unified Solution
As a longtime user of Aspect® Unison® Predictive Dialer, Aspect® CallCenter® ACD and Aspect® Customer Self Service™, the
utility had significant experience working with Aspect. Pleased with the solid performance of all of the Aspect products,
the company recognized that in order to maximize resources, particularly in the collections area, they needed an outbound
solution with additional capabilities, including outbound voice self-service functionality and the ability to manage both
inbound and outbound calls.
The utility decided to migrate to Aspect Unified IP. Aspect Unified IP supports inbound, outbound, voice, email, SMS,
chat and instant messaging (IM) to open the gateway to customer self-service, proactive customer service outreach and
consumer engagement in the social sphere. This complete customer contact solution also delivers a voice portal feature,
recording and quality management, and unified reporting and administration capabilities in a single platform.
The company recognized that to attain its enhanced collection goals and to build up its outage notifications procedures,
Aspect Unified IP would be a good fit. Specifically, Aspect Unified IP addresses the utility’s needs by offering extensive
capabilities, such as voice self-service and unique caller ID that they are unable to find in other vendors solutions.

Successfully Meeting Customer Needs
Since implementing Aspect Unified IP, the electric company’s calling campaigns have met with great success. Using the
dialer to make outbound calls to customers that are 30, 60 and 90 days late on payments, in one month alone, the contact
center placed 100,000 collection calls which generated 21,000 callbacks.
When the customer receives the collections call, the utility has set-up the outbound voice portal to play a message to the
customer notifying them of a “Work Order” to collect payment. They are then given the option of pressing 1 on their phone
to speak to an agent about making their payment. This action then generates an inbound call to the Aspect CallCenter
ACD, where they are given further options through the self-service application to either make a payment via the selfservice system or to speak directly to an agent.
Essentially, the company has automated almost the entire collections process with great success – they have doubled the
number of call backs - and at a reduced cost.
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In one of the more unique applications of Aspect‰ Unified IP‰, the electric company has also
used the dialer and outbound voice portal to generate customer service outage notifications,
which has significantly impacted its bottom line. Prior to implementing Aspect Unified IP, the
company had to physically send people out on location to deliver customer outage notifications
in person by hanging notices on customers’ doorknobs or using newspaper advertisements
to reach customers. Before they began using the proactive outage notification systems, other
departments within the utility had explored the possibility of retaining third parties that could
conduct this outage notification service; however, they realized that Aspect Unified IP enabled
them to conduct this process in-house for mere pennies compared to what a third-party vendor
would charge for the same service.
With Aspect Unified IP, the electric company can alert customers with a proactive phone call,
a method that has helped the company significantly cut costs. This process has enabled the
company to reduce costs and has also created very positive feedback from customers.
In 2005, the utility notified 436,000 customers through 943 voice messages that included
information about a variety of issues like scheduled maintenance, right-of-way work, reasons
for recent outages or the status of a restoration effort. In the first six months of 2006 they were
able to notify 280,000 customers through 526 messages. As part of the message, they always
try to give the customers reasons for the notifications and when resolution is expected.
“Before we began using Aspect Unified IP for outage notifications, we found that people
would give us about a two hour window before they would begin calling us to find out about
the problem,” said the contact center manager. “Now, with the proactive notification and the
continual updates, we’ve been able to extend that window of customer satisfaction to six hours
– if need be – before customers start to lose their patience. And we’ve received many, many
compliments from customers about the service.”
The utility has found that the targeted voice messages have an overall customer contact
success rate of 80 percent, which is another piece of evidence that the process is working.
On the day of the calls, up to three attempts are made to notify customers and call history
is automatically documented in the system for each call. The Aspect Unified IP dialer can
generate all of the calls in as little as 15 minutes and almost always results in reaching the right
person. It also gives commercial and industrial customers time to plan accordingly on those
rare instances when necessary maintenance must be done during business hours.
Additionally, the electric company uses the system during post-outage activities to confirm
that customers do in fact have service restored to their area. Customers press 1 if they do have
service restored or 2 to speak to an agent to let them know they still do not have power.
The utility has also expanded the proactive usage of Aspect Unified IP beyond its original intent
of outage notifications. During a spate of hurricanes, the company sent service personnel to
assist with the clean-up in different states. The contact center was asked to use Aspect Unified
IP to send their service staff safety update messages for elements they should be aware of in
their environment during a hurricane situation. Additionally, the utility has used the solution to
alert commuters that a cement-pour was taking place on a major roadway and to advise that
they find an alternate route.

Next Steps
As the news of the capabilities of Aspect Unified IP continues to spread throughout the
electric utility, more and more departments are looking at processes where they can leverage
the outbound dialer and voice self-service functionality. For example, the contact center has
configured the dialer to allow the company to automatically alert field personnel to report for
work during storms to handle service outages.
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And in its ongoing efforts to augment customer service, the company will continue to look at
ways to maximize agent resources with Aspect solutions.

About Aspect
Aspect builds customer relationships through a combination of customer contact software and Microsoft platform solutions.
For more information, visit www.aspect.com.
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